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«  on:   August  20,  2018  » 

 

 

Salaam/Peace to All, 
 
here we shall clearly witness an  Absolutely MOST SIGNIFICANT Miracle   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   of/in  "TORAH,"                    

in such a  perfectly Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary manner  therein, 
 
 

and thus, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably Comprehend that  
 

the  One and Only GOD  Whose Name is: 

(in Arabic:  "HUWA  ALLAH")  =  (in Hebrew:  "YAHUWAH  ELOAH")        
 
 

has Sent-Down  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH"                    

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,              

for/in this Final Age now.  

 
 
 

So let us clearly Witness here this  Absolutely MOST SIGNIFICANT Miracle   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   of/in  "TORAH,"   

in such a  perfectly Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary manner  therein,  
 

now here, thus:    

  

==================== 

  15-  Prophet Moses said unto the Children of Israel:   

An “Informer” --(of Heavenly Messages), out of your midst, out of your brethren, like “me,”  

will YHWH your God raise up for you — unto “him” you shall hearken! 

 

16-  According to all that you did ask from YHWH your God, in Horeb, in the day of the Assembly,  

Saying: Let me not add to hear the Voice of YHWH my God, and this great Fire let me not see any more,  

that I die not!     
 

17-  And YHWH said unto me: They have done well in what they have spoken.  
  



 

18-  So (in the Future) I will raise up for them an “Informer” --(of Heavenly Messages),  

from among their brethren, like “you” (=Moses),  

and I will put MY Words into “his” mouth, and “he” will speak to them  

all that I command unto “him.”    

   

  19-  And it will be, that whoever does not hearken to MY --("19" Coded)-- Words  

that “he” will (thus) speak in MY Name,  

I MYSELF will “Seek-Just-Punishment” for/unto them!       

  

(TORAH, Deuteronomy,  18/15-16-17-18-19)      
        

 

                                 v v v v v v v v v v   

 

49-  (For) surely,  every "intended-thing" We have Created it  

based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

 

  

28-  For HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing"  

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!    

 
 

29-  And every "intended-thing" We have Precisely-COUNTED it  

(as/in) "SCRIPTURE"  (=in Arabic: "KITABAN")!  

            

                                v v v v v v v v v v   

         
 

-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                    

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"   
 

(as/in) that  "SCRIPTURE"  (=i.e.  here again, specifically that  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH"  above.)          
       
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49   =   72/28   =   78/29    >>>>>    74/    

 
 

                                v v v v v v v v v v   
 



 

 

47-  Thus, if any affliction afflicts them because of what their hands have committed,   

(henceforth) they cannot say:   

"Our LORD, if only YOU sent a “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) to us, so that we would  

follow YOUR "Signs,"  and be of/among the believers!"      

  

48-  But when  "The TRUTH" (=i.e.  Code "19"  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  here  =74/30-31) 

has come to them (now) from Us, they said:   
 

If only “he” (=i.e. that “Messenger” --of Heavenly Messages, here again,  

as “he” is already clearly and unmistakably Foretold  

specifically in  “TORAH” (Deuteronomy) 18/15-16-17-18-19   

in the very first place, above)--   
 

was given the same/similar (“Miracles”) (=in Arabic: “mithla”) that was given to Moses (above)!   
 

(But) have they not already rejected what was given to Moses before?   

They have said:  These (="QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH")  are  “Two-Delusions”  that  

magically-Supported-each-other!   
 

And they have said: "Certainly, we are rejecting all (of it)!"    

  

49-  Say: Then bring forth a Scripture from AL-LAH that would be better in “Guidance”   

(=i.e. in Arabic: “Ahda”  =  "19" coded, SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

as it is specifically named:  “Huda/Yahdee”  here, in the very first place  =74/30-31)-- 
 

than the “Two-of-Them”  (="QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH"  above),  
 

so I may follow it, if you are truthful.   

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT   28/47-48-49)  

==================== 

     

(*So we shall clearly Witness each of these  

absolutely most Essential and important Verses  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  of/in  "TORAH"  above,               

manifestly and openly, again, in their Entirety, within the final post here.)      

 

  

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here 
 

"19"  Coded  --(*as clearly and unmistakably Foretold     

in  TORAH (Deuteronomy)  18/15-16-17-18-19   >>>   QURAN TESTAMENT  74/ -31  =  28/48-49  above)--      
 

Absolutely MOST SIGNIFICANT Miracles 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and  of/in  "TORAH"  above, 

 

now here thus: 

 

 

====================    

*But, first of all, we should absolutely see                       
these Most Essential Verses, in this Respect, here:  
 

93-  All the food was made lawful to the Children of Israel  

except what Israel forbade for/unto himself --(*so please, see it here  =“Genesis”  32/32-33)-- 

before the “TORAH” was sent down.  
 

Say: Then bring the “TORAH”  (=i.e. thus a most specific reference here to  

that Book of “Genesis” as clearly Referred to above, in the first place, therein, 

and then also finally to  

that Book of “Deuteronomy” thereafter)-- and recite it if you are truthful. 

 

           v v v v v v v v 

 
 

18-  (For) certainly, “This” (=i.e. Code "19" of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  here  =74/30-31)  

is (already Present also) in the “previous Scripts.”  

 

19-  In the “Scripts”  of Abraham (=i.e.  that Book of “Genesis” as clearly Referred to,  

in the above Verses, for/in the first place, therein), 
 

and (the “Scripts”  of) Moses (=i.e.  that Book of “Deuteronomy” as clearly Referred to,  

in the above Verses, for/in the final place, thereafter). 

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT   3/93   >>   87/18-19)  

 

 



 
So therefore, we can clearly See that  

this most specific Name/Title:  “TORAH”   

thus Mainly and Most Essentially refers to 
 

=the Book of  “Genesis”  (i.e. =as the “Scripts”  of Abraham)  

and 

=the Book of  “Deuteronomy”  (i.e. =as the “Scripts”  of Moses) 

 

as we have clearly Witnessed it in these above Verses,  

in this Respect, first of all, therein:    
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT   3/93   >>   87/18-19  

 

And then we can clearly see this Fact   
 

=i.e. this most specific Name/Title:  “TORAH”   

thus Mainly and Most Essentially refers to 
 

=the Book of “Genesis”  (i.e. =as the “Scripts”  of Abraham, --and also Isaac and Jacob therein)  

and 

=the Book of “Deuteronomy”  (i.e. =as the “Scripts”  of Moses therein) 

 

also in these Verses of/in TORAH here,   

in this Respect above, again, in the first place, therein:  

  

with regard to “Genesis”  (i.e. =the “Scripts”  of Abraham, --and also Isaac and Jacob)  
 

> here  =as/in  “TORAH” (Deut.)  6/10   >>   29/12   >>   34/4 
 

and with regard to “Deuteronomy”  (i.e. =the “Scripts”  of Moses)  
 

> here  =as/in  “TORAH” (Deut.)  4/44   >>   17/18   >>   28/58 

  

So therefore, we will Rightfully take into Account   

exclusively and only these two Books (i.e.  =“Genesis”   &   =“Deuteronomy”) above,      

as the Main and Most Essential  “TORAH”,    

       

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

thus to clearly and unmistakably Witness here 
 

"19"  Coded,  Absolutely MOST SIGNIFICANT Miracles 

 

--(*as clearly and unmistakably Foretold     

in  TORAH (Deuteronomy)  18/15-16-17-18-19   >>>   QURAN TESTAMENT  74/ -31  =  28/48-49   

in this Respect above)-- 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and  of/in "TORAH"  above,  

 

now here thus: 

 

 

 

= "QURAN TESTAMENT"  perfectly Consists of  "114" Chapters,  from the very Beginning, therein,  

here thus:  

 

                            total                                                      total                                                   total                                                    total            
.                         Number of                                            Number of                                            Number of                                          Number of            
Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                 Chapter No.       Verses             
.         therein                                                   therein                                                   therein                                                 therein       

       1                  7                           30                 60                          59                 24                         88                26                   

         2                286                         31                 34                          60                 13                         89                30           .      

         3                200                         32                 30                          61                 14                         90                20                 

         4                176                         33                 73                          62                 11                         91                15                      

         5                120                         34                 54                          63                 11                         92                21                    

        6                165                         35                 45                          64                 18                         93                11                      

        7                206                         36                 83                          65                 12                         94                 8                  

        8                 75                          37                182                         66                 12                         95                 8                     

        9                127                         38                 88                          67                 30                         96                19                      

      10               109                         39                 75                          68                 52                         97                 5             

      11               123                         40                 85                          69                 52                         98                 8  

      12               111                         41                 54                          70                 44                         99                 8 

      13                43                          42                 53                          71                 28                        100               11 

      14                52                          43                 89                          72                 28                        101               11 

      15                99                          44                 59                          73                 20                        102                8 

      16               128                         45                 37                          74                 56                        103                3 

      17               111                         46                 35                          75                 40                        104                9 

      18               110                         47                 38                          76                 31                        105                5 



      19                98                          48                 29                          77                 50                        106                4 

      20               135                         49                 18                          78                 40                        107                7 

      21               112                         50                 45                          79                 46                        108                3 

      22                78                          51                 60                          80                 42                        109                6 

      23               118                         52                 49                          81                 29                        110                3 

      24                64                          53                 62                          82                 19                        111                5 

      25                77                          54                 55                          83                 36                        112                4 

      26               227                         55                 78                          84                 25                        113                5 

      27                93                          56                 96                          85                 22                        114                6 

      28                88                          57                 29                          86                 17                         

      29                69                          58                 22                          87                 19   

 
     

So there are thus  "114" Chapters  in total, 

   and  "6234" (numbered) Verses  +  "112" (un-numbered) Verses  =  "6346" Verses  in total, 
    

in the whole "QURAN TESTAMENT,"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

by the Perfect Revelation of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning.   

  

======================                         

"Basmalah" (=i.e.  "Bismi   AL-LAH   Al-Rahman   Al-Raheem")  

is a specifically (un-numbered) Verse  at the very beginning of all Chapters  
 

except for Chapter No. "1"  --(it is exclusively Verse No. 1 therein),   

and then   Chapter No. "9"  --(it is exclusively in Verse No. 30   

--exactly nineteen Chapters afterwards-- therein),   
 

in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,            

we can clearly Witness it here: 
 

EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (1) 
http: // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-1.pdf 

on page no. 4 and 20  

 

Therefore, all of those (un-numbered) Verses (=i.e. "Basmalahs") above  

at the very beginning of each and every of those  "112" Chapters   

in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT" above                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

have thus absolutely and perfectly been included                       

in the total Number of "Verses" above  = "6234" (numbered) Verses  +  "112" (un-numbered) Verses 

 

=  "6346" Verses  in total, above,                        



 

 

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

from the very Beginning, here:  

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24       =       78/29     >>      72/28 
                                                                                                                                        V                                            V               .   
                                                          Precisely               Precisely                           . 
                      Counted                Counted                 
           in arabic:                                in arabic:                       
         Ahsayna                      Ahsaa 
                                            as/in                    
                                              “SCRIPTURE” 
 

======================                  

   

 

===============                         

* All of these  "114" Chapters   &   "6346" Verses  in total, above,  

 

             "114     6346" 

            =19x... 

in this Most MIRACULOUS Manner above,  

have thus absolutely and clearly been Witnessed in the original Arabic text of the whole "QURAN TESTAMENT,"   
 

 

here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Long-Version; Arabic-Text-included).pdf                

or/and here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Short-Version; Arabic-Text-not-included).pdf                                      
 

=============== 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

And then, 

 

= "TORAH"  perfectly Consists of  "50" (in “Genesis”)   &   "34" (in “Deuteronomy”) Chapters,   

from the very Beginning, therein,  

here thus:  

  

     (in “Genesis”)   

 

                            total                                                      total                                                   total                                                    total            
.                         Number of                                            Number of                                            Number of                                          Number of            
Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                 Chapter No.       Verses             
.         therein                                                   therein                                                   therein                                                 therein       

       1                 31                          14                 24                          27                 46                         40                23                   

         2                 25                          15                 21                          28                 22                         41                57           .      

         3                 24                          16                 16                          29                 35                         42                38                 

         4                 26                          17                 27                          30                 43                         43                34                      

         5                 32                          18                 33                          31                 54                         44                34                    

        6                 22                          19                 29                          32                 33                         45                28                      

        7                 24                          20                 18                          33                 20                         46                34                  

        8                 22                          21                 34                          34                 31                         47                31                    

        9                 29                          22                 24                          35                 29                         48                22                      

      10                32                          23                 20                          36                 43                         49                33             

      11                32                          24                 67                          37                 36                         50                26  

      12                20                          25                 34                          38                 30                                           

      13                18                          26                 35                          39                 23         

 

 

 

 (in “Deuteronomy”)   

 

                            total                                                      total                                                   total                                                    total            
.                         Number of                                            Number of                                            Number of                                          Number of            
Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                 Chapter No.       Verses             
.         therein                                                   therein                                                   therein                                                 therein       

       1                 46                          10                 22                          19                 21                         28                 69                   

         2                 37                          11                 32                          20                 20                         29                 28           .      

         3                 29                          12                 31                          21                 23                         30                 20                 

         4                 49                          13                 19                          22                 29                         31                 30                      



         5                 29                          14                 29                          23                 26                         32                 52                    

        6                 25                          15                 23                          24                 22                         33                 29                      

        7                 26                          16                 22                          25                 19                         34                 12                  

        8                 20                          17                 20                          26                 19                                                             

        9                 29                          18                 22                          27                 26                                                               

 

      
 

So there are thus   "50"   (in “Genesis”)   +     "34"  (in “Deuteronomy”)   =    "84" Chapters     in total,   

                           "1524" (in “Genesis”)   +    "955" (in “Deuteronomy”)   =    "2479" Verses    in total,   

      

in the whole  "TORAH,"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

by the Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH, here Again,  

from the very Beginning. 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  87/18-19       =       78/29     >>      72/28 
                                                                                                                                        V                                            V               .   
                                                          Precisely               Precisely                           . 
                      Counted                Counted                 
           in arabic:                                in arabic:                       
         Ahsayna                      Ahsaa 
                                            as/in                    
                                              “SCRIPTURE” 

  

 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx    

*Here, we should absolutely Note that                         

in the Book of “Genesis”, in Chapter No. “19,”  

we have rightfully and absolutely omitted this fundamentally inconceivable “unrighteous story”  

concocted about Prophet Lot (Peace be upon Him) and his two daughters  

therein: “30-31-32-33-34-35-36-37-38”  

because such an absolutely inconceivable “unrighteous story” was/is never authenticated by our LORD,  

in nowhere, never, at all. 
 

And the Fact that The NAME of our LORD ((in Hebrew:  "YHWH ELOHE")  

has never been Mentioned in this fundamentally inconceivable “unrighteous story” above  

is another most Essential “Perfect SIGN”  

that it was/is only --(wrongfully or/and mistakenly committed)-- an “erroneous concoction/insertion” therein,  
 

and was/is never authenticated by our LORD, in nowhere, never, at all. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx    

 



 

   

 

===============                           

* All of these  "50" Chapters    &    "1524" Verses   in total, above   (for/in “Genesis”)       

                "34" Chapters    &     "0955" Verses   in total, above   (for/in “Deuteronomy”)   

 

 

         "50     1524"                  

             =19x...    

             

        "34     0955" 

            =19x...                   

 

in this Most MIRACULOUS  (and then again)  Most MIRACULOUS Manner, above,   

have thus absolutely and clearly been Witnessed in the original Hebrew text of the whole "TORAH"   
 

here:   “www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0101.htm”   >            (for/in “Genesis”)                             

and then again                          

here:    “www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0501.htm”   >         (for/in “Deuteronomy”)                   

          

 

*Please, absolutely note that  

due to the Fact that the "TORAH"  was granted unto Prophet Moses (PbuH)  

essentially for Children of Israel, first of all, therein, in the past,  

and ultimately also for all Peoples/Nations of the World,  

here, in this Respect, in this Final Age now  

(*please see it here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  2/136-137  =  5/43-44-45, 68-69  =  4/136, 150-151-152)  
 

and  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  clearly confirms/fulfills  

exclusively and only this "TORAH" that is already  with / in possession of   

the Children of Israel (=in Arabic: musaddiqan lima maakum) now here =2/40-41-42-43-44-45-46-47-48,      



 

 

therefore all Countings --(of Chapter and Verse Numbers, etc.) are always done  

exclusively and only according to/within this original Hebrew text of the whole "TORAH"   

that is already  with / in possession of (=in Arabic: "musaddiqan lima maakum"  =2/40-41-42-43-44-45-46)  

of the Children of Israel above.    
 

===============   

 

 

 

      --continues in the next post-- 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now,  in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

in all of those  "114" Chapters  in total, above,         
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= HUWA  ALLAH)           

is  "9"   

which can clearly be Witnessed  

in each of these  Chapter/Verse No.'s  therein:  

  
 

                 6/3       18/38       28/70                         
.                    >             >               > 

               34/27     39/4         59/22                       
.                    >             >               >   

               59/23     59/24       112/1                       
.         >             >               > 

  

and then also  
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= HUWA  ILAH)           

is  "3"   

which can clearly be Witnessed  

in each of these  Chapter/Verse No.'s  therein: 
 

 

                6/19     14/52     16/51                       
.                    >             >             > 

                                                                                                                                                                              

throughout the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  above,                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

by the Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning.   

  

=QURAN TESTAMENT   20/8   <   74/30-31   >   78/29                   
                                                          V                    

                        Precisely                             .    
                Counted                                 
     in arabic:                                                       
                Ahsayna                                                   
                            as/in                                                                 
.                              “SCRIPTURE” 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

And then, in the whole  "TORAH"  (=“Genesis”   >   in Hebrew  =“Bereişit”)      

in all of those  "50" Chapters, in total, above:   
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= YHWH  ELOHIM)           

is  "20"   

which can clearly be Witnessed  

in each of these  Chapter/Verse No.'s  therein:  

 

2/4,   2/5,   2/7,   2/8,   2/9,   2/15,   2/16,   2/18,   2/19,   2/21,    

2/22,   3/1,   3/8,   3/8,   3/9,   3/13,   3/14,   3/21,   3/22,   3/23,       

   

                                                                                                

and then also  
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= YHWH  ELOHE)                       

is  "8"   

which can clearly be Witnessed  

in each of these  Chapter/Verse No.'s  therein:  

 

9/26,   24/3,   24/7,   24/12,   24/27,   24/42,   24/48,   28/13,       

 

 

And then,  

 

in the whole  "TORAH"  (=“Deuteronomy”   >   in Hebrew  =“Devarim”)        

in all of those  "34" Chapters, in total, above:   
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= YHWH  ELOHIM)                  

is  " - "   (=i.e.  no occurrences of The Name"  therein)  

 

                                                                                                

and then also  
 

= the "total occurrences of The Name"  (= YHWH  ELOHE)                                 

is  "8"   

 

 



 

which can clearly be Witnessed  

in each of these  Chapter/Verse No.'s  therein:  

 

1/11,   1/21,   4/1,   6/3,   12/1,   26/7,   27/3,   29/24,            

 

 

*All of these most specific  Chapter/Verse No.'s  above  

have clearly been Witnessed in the original Hebrew text of the whole "TORAH"   

here:   “www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0101.htm”   >            (for/in “Genesis”   >   in Hebrew  =“Bereişit”)                

and then again                          

here:    “www.mechon-mamre.org/p/pt/pt0501.htm”   >         (for/in “Deuteronomy”   >   in Hebrew  =“Devarim”)                                                                                                          
 

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

from the very Beginning, again, here:  
 

 

=QURAN TESTAMENT   29/46   <   74/30-31   >   78/29                   
                                                           V                    

                          Precisely                             .    
                   Counted                                 
        in arabic:                                                       
      Ahsayna                                                   
                              as/in                                                                 
.                               “SCRIPTURE” 

 
 

===============   

 

 

 

         --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

=============== 

*Here, we should absolutely note the Fact that 

this Most Significant Name of our  One and Only GOD  here: 

 

==========                          

4-  Hear, O Israel, HE  OUR GOD  (in Hebrew:  “YHWH  ELOHE”NU) … is  ONE!   

 

*** 

1-  (O Messenger, you shall) Say: HE  GOD  (in Arabic:  “HUWA  ALLAH”)  is  ONE!     

  

TORAH, Deut.  6/4    =    QURAN TESTAMENT   112/1   

==========  

  

So therefore, we shall see this Most Significant Name of our  One and Only GOD  above, 

in these Most Essential (=i.e. without any “pronoun” attached to none of them) Complete and Pure Forms, 

in such a perfectly Parallel and absolutely Corresponding manner here: 

  

                                               in                                                        in 

             "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                                                    "TORAH"    
 

                                                                in                      
   .                                          precise Forms: 

(in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH)               =                  (in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHE)                 

.       (in English:  HE  GOD)                                                    (in English:  HE  GOD) 

   

                         and then also                                                                     
  .                       in                              
   .                                          concise Forms: 

     (in Arabic:  HUWA  ILAH)               =               (in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOAH)               

.          (in English:  HE  GOD)                                                  (in English:  HE  GOD)   

 

                                         and finally also                                                                     
  .                       in                             
   .                                         ultimate Forms:  

     (in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAHUMMA)               =                  (in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM)                

.            (in English:  HE  GOD)                                                                    (in English:  HE  GOD)                               

                                              

 

 



 

 

And due to the Fact that we do not see any occurrences of these Most Specific Forms  

of  The Name  above:   
 

(=in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAHUMMA)   and   (=in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOAH)                    
 

throughout the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   throughout the whole  "TORAH"  (“Genesis”   &  “Deuteronomy”)  above, 

so we shall rightfully Proceed exclusively and only with these Most Specific Forms  

of  The Name  above, here, Perfectly, thus: 

 

                                                                       for/in                   
   .                                          precise Forms: 

(in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH)                =                  (in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM)                 

.       (in English:  HE  GOD)                                                    (in English:  HE  GOD) 
 

                          and then                                         .  
                   for/in                    .                                         
.                             concise Forms: 

     (in Arabic:  HUWA  ILAH)               =               (in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHE)               

.          (in English:  HE  GOD)                                                  (in English:  HE  GOD)   

 

 

thus all of them in these Most Essential (=i.e. without any “pronoun” attached to none of them) Complete and Purest Forms above, 
 

throughout the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  throughout the whole "TORAH"  (“Genesis”   &  “Deuteronomy”) above,     

by this Perfect Revelation of our LORD therein,      

 

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Corresponding Excellent Manner above,  

 

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

from the very Beginning, again, here:  
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  20/8   >>   {87/18-19  =  78/29  =  74/30-31}   <<   29/46                                                                     
.                                   V                    

                         Precisely                             .    
                  Counted                                 
                  in arabic:                                                       
    (Ahsayna)                                                  
                              as/in                                                                 
.                              “SCRIPTURE”                  
                              in arabic:                                                       

           (“KITABAN”)                                                

 

             



                                                                                                                                                 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  
 

these  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  MIRACLES, 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   of/in  "TORAH,"   
 

in such a  perfectly Parallel  and  absolutely AWESOME manner, 

 

now here thus:  

 

 

 

                                          "QURAN                  "QURAN 

"TORAH"                                  TESTAMENT"          TESTAMENT"                                        "TORAH"                
. Genesis          vvvvvv              Gen.            Deut.           vvvvvv       vvvvvv      Deut.            vvvvvv              Gen.    Genesis                                
.       V               V                   V                  V                   V         V            V                   V                   V                  V        

   

        total             total       total                    total                    total           --or/and--             total         total   total                     total                   total          
.occurrences      occurrences         occurrences    occurrences        occurrences            occurrences       occurrences        occurrences         occurrences        occurrences           
of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:          of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:        
.                                                                                                                                                                                      .           .                    

.  YHWH           HUWA           YHWH        YHWH         HUWA          HUWA           YHWH         HUWA         YHWH       YHWH       

ELOHIM         ILAH          ELOHE          ELOHE        ALLAH          ALLAH    ELOHE          ILAH                ELOHE       ELOHIM                       

                                 

   20            3             8            8           9                      9             8            3             8           20                                

.  ^           *               >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^         

 

                   
                                        and then                        and then          

                                                    again                              again 

                                           in that exact Same manner above,               in that exact Same manner above, 

      ..     (towards the “left” direction)             ..     (towards the “right” direction) 

                                                   <             <             *                 >             *              >.             

                            here:                      here:   

                              V                                  V 

 

 

 

 



 

            "QURAN                  "QURAN 

"TORAH"                                  TESTAMENT"          TESTAMENT"                                        "TORAH"                
. Genesis          Deut.              Gen.            vvvvvv            vvvvvv      vvvvvv      Gen.               vvvvvv             Deut.    Genesis                                   
.       V               V                   V                  V                   V         V            V                   V                   V                  V        

         

        total             total       total                    total                    total           --or/and--             total         total   total                    total                    total          
.occurrences      occurrences         occurrences    occurrences        occurrences            occurrences       occurrences        occurrences         occurrences        occurrences           
of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:          of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:        
.                                                                                                                                                                                      .           .                    

.  YHWH           YHWH           YHWH        HUWA         HUWA          HUWA           YHWH         HUWA         YHWH       YHWH       

ELOHIM       ELOHE        ELOHE             ILAH          ALLAH          ALLAH    ELOHE         ILAH                ELOHE        ELOHIM                                                                                     

   

   20            8             8            3          09                    09            8            3               8            20                            

.  ^          <               <              *             ^                     ^          >              *               >              ^                        

 

 

      

         

                      = x...                                           = x...  

 

              and then                        and then          

        again                             again 

                                           in that exact Same manner above,               in that exact Same manner above, 

      ..     (towards the “left” direction)             ..     (towards the “right” direction) 

                                                   <             <             *                 >             *              >.             

                            here:                      here:   

                              V                                  V 

 

                                  



       = x...                                             = x...  

 

 

 

 

============                           

*Please, absolutely note that  

we have rightfully placed these most specific (very first  &  very last) total occurrences above:   

 

   20                                                        9                      9                                                        20                                

.  ^           *               >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^         

              

               and then                      and then          

          again                         again             
                ……………                         ……………                        

 

 20                                                         09                    09                                                          20                                

.  ^          <               <              *             ^                     ^          >              *               >              ^                        

 

 

 

rightfully in their “original-natural state” = (20     9  &  9     20)     for/within that first Case above,  

and then rightfully also  

in perfect equal number of “digits”     = (20    09  =  09    20)   for/within that second Case above;                     
 

 

all of them (vertically & horizontally) in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Corresponding/Complementary  Excellent Manner, 

for/in All of those Cases above, 

 

with Regard to  "TORAH"  and  with Regard to  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  above,       
 



 

by this Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD AL-LAH,  
 

from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   

76/23-24  =   28/47-48-49    =   78/27-28-29    =    74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-30-31        .   
                     V                             V              V                        V                                                                  V  

                                    Precisely                                                                                .  

                          Signs                     Signs    Counted                  Signs     >>                                 "19"         

         in Arabic:                       in Arabic:       in Arabic:                  in Arabic:                         

                Ayaat                          Ayaat      "Ahsaa"                Ayaat                 
                                             

                            as/in                                                             

.                              “SCRIPTURE” 

 

   >                  >           ^       >             ^            
 

 

 

*So we shall clearly Witness all of these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above,             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, within the final post here.  

================  

    

 

 

--continues in the next post-- 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So finally, let us clearly Witness here  

--as a Final  Awesome  Confirmation  and  Approval  by our LORD AL-LAH 
of Each of those  Absolutely MOST SIGNIFICANT Miracles   
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  of/in  "TORAH"  above,    
 

here Again, now, Finally, thus:  

 

                                          
        So let us see, first of all,                
                 here Again, 

                      those first & second Cases above:   

                               V                    
      V 

 

 

            "QURAN                  "QURAN 

"TORAH"                                  TESTAMENT"          TESTAMENT"                                        "TORAH"                
. Genesis          vvvvvv              Gen.            Deut.           vvvvvv       vvvvvv      Deut.            vvvvvv              Gen.    Genesis                                   
.       V               V                   V                  V                   V         V            V                   V                   V                  V        

   

        total             total       total                    total                    total           --or/and--             total         total   total                     total                   total          
.occurrences      occurrences         occurrences    occurrences        occurrences            occurrences       occurrences        occurrences         occurrences        occurrences           
of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:          of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:        
.                                                                                                                                                                                      .           .                    

.  YHWH           HUWA           YHWH        YHWH         HUWA          HUWA           YHWH         HUWA         YHWH       YHWH       

ELOHIM         ILAH          ELOHE          ELOHE        ALLAH          ALLAH    ELOHE          ILAH                ELOHE       ELOHIM                       

                                 

   20            3             8            8           9                      9             8            3             8           20                                

.  ^           *               >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^         
 

                   
                                        and then                        and then          

                                                    again                              again 

                                           in that exact Same manner above,               in that exact Same manner above, 

      ..     (towards the “left” direction)             ..     (towards the “right” direction) 

                                                   <             <             *                 >             *              >.             

                            here:                      here:   

                              V                                  V 



 

 

            "QURAN                  "QURAN 

"TORAH"                                  TESTAMENT"          TESTAMENT"                                        "TORAH"                
. Genesis          Deut.              Gen.            vvvvvv            vvvvvv      vvvvvv      Gen.               vvvvvv             Deut.    Genesis                                   
.       V               V                   V                  V                   V         V            V                   V                   V                  V        

         

        total             total       total                    total                    total           --or/and--             total         total   total                    total                    total          
.occurrences      occurrences         occurrences    occurrences        occurrences            occurrences       occurrences        occurrences         occurrences        occurrences           
of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:          of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:     of The Name:        
.                                                                                                                                                                                      .           .                    

.  YHWH           YHWH           YHWH        HUWA         HUWA          HUWA           YHWH         HUWA         YHWH       YHWH       

ELOHIM       ELOHE        ELOHE             ILAH          ALLAH          ALLAH    ELOHE         ILAH                ELOHE        ELOHIM                                                                                     

   

   20            8             8            3          09                    09            8            3               8            20                            

.  ^          <               <              *             ^                     ^          >              *               >              ^                        

 

                               

 

So here they are,  
 

in these  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Manner, 
 

Finally, now here also thus:  

 

 

         those “total occurrences”                            those “total occurrences”           
.         in the very middle/center,                   in the very middle/center, 

           on that Left side above:                    on that Right side above:  

 

 

                   003             8           08                                    008           03            8                        

             .   *                  >             >                                                <                  *               <.                
                                                                                     

   

                 8                 8          003                              8              3              008                            .                  
.           <                 <              *                               >                   *                >                         

 

 

(*Please, absolutely note that because that the total sum of occurrences 

are thus exactly  >  (003 +  8  + 08) = “19”  



 

--on the Left side  &  on the Right side-- for/within each of those four cases above, 

therefore we have rightfully placed all of them thus, specifically, as/in the very first place above now.) 

    

 

           and then                and then           
   Finally                  Finally          

     also                       also 

 

      those “total occurrences”                              those “total occurrences”           
.    in the very first & last places,                   in the very first & last places, 

        on that Left side above:                       on that Right side above:  

 

 

     20                                                       9                      9                                                         20                            

.     ^           *                >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^   

 

     20                                                      09                    09                                                        20                            

.     ^           <                <             *            ^                     ^          >               *              >              ^               

 

 

 

 

 

     = x...                                      = x...  

                    and then                  
                Finally                      
                  also 

 



                      == x......                                               

  

  

 

 

============                            

*Please, absolutely note that  

we have rightfully placed these most essential total occurrences, 

in this most Specific manner above: 

 

  Q.T.                               Deut.                  Deut.             Q.T. 

       003                          08                                    008           03                                      

       .   *                  >             >                                                <                  *               <.   
              

                                                                                     

 Deut.                                              Q.T.              Q.T.  Deut. 

                 8                              003                                              3              008                            .                   
.           <                 <              *                                                     *                >                         

 

 

(diagonally & horizontally) in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely complementary/corresponding manner,  

for/on the Left side  &  for/on the Right side above;  

 

as we have already rightfully placed these most essential total occurrences, 

also in this most Specific manner, above: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Gen.                                                          Q.T.                         Q.T.                                            Gen. 

     20                                                       9                      9                                                         20                            

.     ^           *                >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^   

  

      Gen.                                                                  Q.T.                         Q.T.                                             Gen. 

     20                                                      09                    09                                                        20                            

.     ^           <                <             *            ^                     ^          >               *              >              ^ 

 

 

 
(vertically & horizontally) in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely complementary/corresponding manner, 

here again, for/on the Left side  &  for/on the Right side,  

from the very beginning, above;  

 

 

and lastly, we should absolutely Note here  

these absolutely Most MAGNIFICENT  &  Most EXCELLENT  Final Facts,  

now here thus:  

 

= for/within these very first & second Cases above: 

 

 

20            3             8            8           9                      9             8            3             8           20           

.^           *               >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^   

       
 

20            8             8            3          09                     09            8            3               8            20                              

.^          <               <              *             ^                      ^          >              *               >              ^                        

 

 
 

 



 

there are thus (in its totality)  “six-digits” here  = (20   3    8    8    9)  

and then  “seven-digits” here  = (20   8    8    3   09)  for/on the Left side, above, 

 

and again, “six-digits” here  = (9    8    3    8   20)  

and then  “seven-digits” here  = (09   8    3    8   20)  for/on the Right side, above: 

  
     

           7     6                                           7     6               
                      digits        digits              digits        digits 

  = x…                           = x…   

 

and thereafter, for/within these --(as that Final Approval above)--  

most Special third & fourth  and then finally  fifth & sixth Cases  therein above: 

 

 

       003             8           08                                    008           03            8                        

           *                  >             >                                                <                  *               <.                
                                                                                     

   

                 8                 8          003                              8              3              008                            .                   
.           <                 <              *                               >                   *                >                         

 

 

           and then                and then           
   Finally                  Finally          

     also                       also 

 

     20                                                       9                      9                                                         20                            

.     ^           *                >             >            ^                     ^          <               *              <              ^   

 

     20                                                      09                    09                                                        20                            

.     ^           <                <             *            ^                     ^          >               *              >              ^               



 

 

there are thus (in its totality) “six-digits” here  = (003   8   08) 

and then “five-digits” here  = (8    8   003) 

& 

and “three-digits” here  = (20       9) 

and then “four-digits” here  = (20      09)  for/on the Left side, above,  

 

and then again, “six-digits” here  = (008  03   8) 

and then “five-digits” here  = (8  3  008) 

& 

and “three-digits” here  = (9       20) 

and then “four-digits” here  = (09      20)  for/on the Right side, above, 

 

--(in that exact Same manner &  Perfect order  as we have previously Witnessed it in the above Case),  

Finally, here Again, thus: 

 

                             for/on the Left side, above:                           for/on the Right side, above: 
 

          5    6    4    3                     5    6    4    3              

         digits     digits     digits    digits      digits     digits     digits    digits 

 

= x…                      = x…   

  

 

thus all of them in such a perfectly parallel/equal and absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Orders, 

for/in All of those Cases above, 

 

with Regard to  "TORAH"  and  with Regard to  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  above,       
 

by this Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD AL-LAH,  
 

from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 



 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT   

76/23-24  =   28/47-48-49    =   78/27-28-29    =    74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-30-31        .   
                     V                             V              V                        V                                                                  V  

                                    Precisely                                                                                .  

                          Signs                     Signs    Counted                  Signs     >>                                 "19"         

         in Arabic:                       in Arabic:       in Arabic:                  in Arabic:                         

                Ayaat                          Ayaat      "Ahsaa"                Ayaat                 
                                             

                            as/in                                                             

.                              “SCRIPTURE” 

 

   >                  >           ^       >             ^            
 

 

 

*So we shall clearly Witness all of these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above,             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, in the next and final posts here.  

================  
    

 

--continues in the next post-- 

       
 

                                    

 
 

                                           
 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness these  Absolutely MOST-MIRACULOUS Verses 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  of/in  "TORAH",   
 

in this Respect above, now here, Finally, thus: 

 

===============  

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing"  (=i.e. thus also and Especially  

all of those total number of  "Chapters"  and  "Verses",      

and the total occurrences of  The -Most Significant- Name  of our LORD therein: 
 

(in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH   =   in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM)                   

(in Arabic:    HUWA  ILAH     =   in Hebrew:    YHWH  ELOHE) 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   &   of/in  "TORAH"  above)--         
 

We have Created them (=i.e. all of those most specific total numbers  &  occurrences  above)  

based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

 

 

             v v v v v v v v v v   
    

 

28-  ……………………… And HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing" (=i.e.  

here Again, thus also and Especially,  

all of those total number of  "Chapters"  and  "Verses",      

and the total occurrences of  The -Most Significant- Name  of our LORD therein: 
 

(in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH   =   in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM)                   

(in Arabic:    HUWA  ILAH     =   in Hebrew:    YHWH  ELOHE) 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   &   of/in  "TORAH"  above)--  
 

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!    

 

 

            v v v v v v v v v v   

  

 



 

29-  But every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again, thus also and Especially  

all of those total number of  "Chapters"  and  "Verses",      

and the total occurrences of  The -Most Significant- Name  of our LORD therein: 
 

(in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH   =   in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM)                   

(in Arabic:    HUWA  ILAH     =   in Hebrew:    YHWH  ELOHE) 
 

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   &   of/in  "TORAH"  above)--       
 

We have Precisely-COUNTED them (=i.e. here again, all of those most specific total numbers  &  occurrences  above)--  

(as/in) "SCRIPTURE"  (=in Arabic: "KITABAN")!  

                    
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49   >>>   72/28   >>>   78/29      

      

 

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                    

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"   
 

on all of those most specific total numbers  and  occurrences  above  

as/in  "SCRIPTURE"  (=i.e. here again, specifically that "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH"  above.)--   

         
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-31 

 

*So we shall clearly Witness these                        
absolutely most Essential and important Verses above (=74/30-31- ……… -55-56),                
manifestly and openly, again, in this Respect above,                     
in its Entirety, within the Final post here.                   
========================  

 

 

      v v v v v v v v v   

   

 
========================  

15-  Prophet Moses said unto the Children of Israel:   

An “Informer” --(of Heavenly Messages), out of your midst, out of your brethren, like “me,”  

will YHWH your God raise up for you — unto “him” you shall hearken! 

 



 

16-  According to all that you did ask from YHWH your God, in Horeb, in the day of the Assembly,  

Saying: Let me not add to hear the Voice of YHWH my God, and this great Fire let me not see any more,  

that I die not!     

17-  And YHWH said unto me: They have done well in what they have spoken.  

18-  So (in the Future) I will raise up for them an “Informer” --(of Heavenly Messages),  

from among their brethren, just like “you” (=Moses),  

and I will put MY Words into “his” mouth, and “he” will speak to them all that I command unto “him.”    

  

==========   

*So first of all, this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages),  

as clearly promised by our LORD in the above Verses,   
 

would be sent from/within the lineage of Prophet Abraham & Isaac & Jacob (Peace be upon All of Them)   

just like “Moses” (Peace be upon Him) was a descendant of Them (=QURAN TESTAMENT 29/27 = 38/45-47), 

as clearly Indicated in the above Verse, in this Respect, in the very first place,   
 

and then again, this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) above   

might also be peculiarly “slow-in-speech”    

just like “Moses” (Peace be upon Him) was peculiarly “slow-in-speech” (=QURAN TESTAMENT 20/27-28 = 43/52-56)   

thus also in this Respect, above, 
 

and in some other such most essential aspects as well, this long awaited and anticipated  

“Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) above   

might thus have some peculiar qualities similar to (i.e. just like “Moses”  Peace be upon Him)  

as clearly Indicated, again, in this Respect, therein above (=Verse No. 18) 

(=e.g. “Moses” had no formal --Religious or Scientific-- education,                  
 and he was not among the Rich and Wealthy with regard to worldly materials therein, etc.)           

 

and this promised “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) above would be Sent by our LORD  

also absolutely as the long awaited and anticipated Messiah and Mahdee descendant of  

Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them),   

according to all of their such Most Miraculous Prophecies,  

from the very beginning, again, in this Respect, here:   

 

"EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (2)"  

The Most-Miraculous Prophecies of Prophet David (PbuH)  

http: // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-2.pdf  

  

 



 

"EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (4)"  

The Most-Miraculous Prophecies of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)  

http: // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-4.pdf  

==========     

              
 

 

19-  (And YHWH said:  And it will be, that whoever does not hearken to MY --("19" Coded)-- Words  

that “he” (=i.e. that “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) again,  

as clearly promised in the above Verses)--  will (thus) speak in MY Name,  

I MYSELF will “Seek-Just-Punishment” for/unto them!  

 

==========   

*So, here are  HIS --("19" Coded)-- Words   

that this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages)  

as promised Most Specifically in this above “Verse” therein (=Deut. 18/"19")   

has thus already spoken and clearly delivered in HIS Name: 

 

--(*as we have already clearly Witnessed HIS Name:   

  

                              in Hebrew:   

         YHWH  ELOHIM          

                         --or/and-- 

                                        YHWH  ELOHE                             
                 

in each and every of those "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles  above)-- 

    

to all Nations-Peoples of the World, in this Final Age, now,  

first of all, now, again, also here:     

 

"EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (1)"  

The Most-Miraculous Prophecies of Prophet Moses (PbuH)  

*Please, absolutely see it especially on page no. 1-69, and then 70-240, therein, in the first place.  

http // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-1.pdf   

==========   

  



 

20-  (And YHWH said:  But a (false) informer who presumes to speak a (false) word in MY Name  

— that which I have never commanded him to speak —  

or who speaks in the name of other gods — that (false) informer is --(eventually going to)-- die. 
 

21-  And when/if you say in your heart: How shall we know the (false) word which YHWH never spoken (it)?  

22-  If the “informer” speaks in the Name of YHWH,  but the thing   

 

  

           --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                               --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--         
 

            does not “come-Correct,”                    and does not “come-True,”   

                in Hebrew:                  in Hebrew: 

                     (wa lo “yihyeh,”)                                   (wa lo “yavow,”)                            

  

that is the thing YHWH never spoken (it). The (false) “informer” has spoken it wantonly;   

you shall not be afraid of him!  

 

==========    

*So we have already clearly and unmistakably witnessed the Fact that   

this long awaited and anticipated “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) above  

has already clearly spoken in the Name of YHWH above  (=TORAH, Deuteronomy, 18/15-16-17-18-19),  

 

and what “he” has said  

  

          --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                               --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--                  
 

         has perfectly “come-Correct,”                             has perfectly “come-True,”   
 

                             with Regard to                        with Regard to 

              "QURAN TESTAMENT"                         "TORAH"      

             therein,                     therein, 

 

 

so that there shall be absolutely no Excuse, at all, for those who would still not hearken  

to HIS --("19" Coded)-- Words   

that “he” has thus already clearly spoken and delivered in HIS Name: 

 

 

 



 

             in Arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH           =           in Hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM     
 

                                 --or/and--                             --or/and--             
    .      

        in Arabic:    HUWA  ILAH         =   in Hebrew:    YHWH  ELOHE                             

 

in such a  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Manner,  
 

for/on  --(the “Left” side  &  the “Right” side)--  both sides, above,   
 

 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it   

Manifestly and Openly, in the very first posts above,   

here in this Final Age now.  

  

So the Children of Israel should never make that Gross Mistake   

--as their Ancestors did in the past here (=PSALMS 95/7-11)--   

here in this Final Age now;   
 

because when/if they ignore this most Critical and Important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above 
 

=TORAH, Deuteronomy, 18/15-16-17-18-19   
  

(=i.e. which has thus already clearly been delivered by the 

long awaited and anticipated Messiah descendant of Prophet David (Peace be upon Him)  

thus Especially and also here, in this Respect, in the very first place:   
 

=PSALMS  18/50-51  =  118/19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26   

      

*So we should absolutely Witness these  

most Critical and Important Verses of/in PSALMS-ZABOOR, above,  

Manifestly and Openly, here:  
 

Most Prominent "19" of/in “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  of/in “PSALMS-ZABOOR!” 

19covenant19.com/Most_Prominent_19_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_PSALMS-ZABOOR_pdf 
  

 

then they (=i.e. all Children of Israel here again) may have to taste the Dire Consequences thereof,  

in the near future,   

as clearly and unmistakably Foretold above  =TORAH, Deuteronomy, 18/15-16-17-18-19   

in this Final Age now here:   

  

 



 

=TORAH, Deuteronomy  18/15-19   >   31/25-29   >   32/3-6 ... 19-27    

&    

=QURAN TESTAMENT  7/167   >   17/7       

 

But only all truthful Children of Israel who would immediately repent  

and rightfully and wholeheartedly hearken to the Voice of our One and Only GOD above  

would thus absolutely be Saved by HIM, Forever,  

as clearly and unmistakably Foretold, again, here:   

 

=TORAH, Deuteronomy  32/34-47   >   4/29-31    

&    

=QURAN TESTAMENT  2/40-43   >   17/7-8-9   >   104   >   4/160-161, 162      

                      

*So we should absolutely Witness all of these most Critical and important Verses above, 

--(thus Especially and first of all  
 

=TORAH, Deuteronomy  32/1-6 … 19-27 … 34-47   &   =QURAN TESTAMENT  46/9-14  &  34-35    
 

in this Respect, in the very first place above,  

Manifestly and Openly, here:  
 

Awesome "19" in “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  in “TORAH!”  (2) 

19covenant19.com/Awesome_19_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_TORAH_(2)_pdf 
 

 

and then, again, Especially and first of all, also  
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  17/7-8-9, … 103-104,  105-106-107-108-109  
 

in this Respect, in the very first place above,  

Manifestly and Openly, again, here:  
 

Most Prominent "19" of/in “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  of/in “PSALMS-ZABOOR!” 

19covenant19.com/Most_Prominent_19_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_PSALMS-ZABOOR_pdf 
 

    

(TORAH, Deuteronomy,  18/15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22)         

============================  
       

 

                           v v v v v v v v v v   



 
============================ 

47-  Thus, if any affliction afflicts them because of what their hands have committed,   

(henceforth) they cannot say:    
 

"Our LORD, if only YOU sent a “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) to us, so that we would  

follow YOUR "Signs,"  and be of/among the believers!"      

 

48-  But when --"19" Coded-- “The TRUTH” (here  =74/30-31) has come to them (now) from Us,  

they said: If only “he” (=i.e. that “Messenger” --(of Heavenly Messages) here again,  

as “he” is already clearly and unmistakably Foretold also specifically in  

= “TORAH” (Deuteronomy) 18/15-16-17-18-19  in the very first place above)--   
 

was given the same/similar (“Miracles”) (=in Arabic: “mithla”) that was given to Moses (above)!   
 

(But) have they not already rejected what was given to Moses before?   
 

They have said:  These (="QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH") are  “Two-Delusions”  that 

magically-Supported-each-other  (=in arabic: “tazaharaa”)!   

 

 

==========   

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                                       
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

              HIS Name:                           HIS Name:            

                                       V                                       V  
           

                  for/in Precise Form:           for/in Precise Form:              

              HUWA  ALLAH                       YHWH  ELOHIM 

                 

                           --or/and--                 --or/and--       

     

              for/in Concise Form:          for/in Concise Form:   

   HUWA  ILAH                          YHWH  ELOHE 

 

 



   

      for/within the whole                                                               for/within the whole                              

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "TORAH"                      

                                  (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)  

            Above,                       Above,                  .                 

               

as they (=i.e.  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "TORAH"  above)  

--as it is clearly and unmistakably Indicated  

in the above Verse--     

thus excellently-Supported-each-other (=in arabic: “tazaharaa”) above, 

  

in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

in Each and Every of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   
 

--as All of them Manifestly and Openly presented in the very first posts-- above,  
 

in this Final Age now.)                        
========== 

 

But (still) they have said: "We reject all (of it)!"    

 

49-  Say: Then bring forth a Scripture from AL-LAH that would be better in “Guidance”   

(=i.e. in Arabic: “Ahda”  =  a most specific reference to  

"19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is specifically named:  “Huda/Yahdee”  here, in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 
 

than the “Two-of-Them”  (=i.e. 

 

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above--                               --due to/on  that “Right” side  above--                 

      

      "QURAN TESTAMENT"                       and "TORAH"   

              

 

--as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed its   

"19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment    

(due to/on  that “Left” side   &   due to/on  that “Right” side)  therein above--        
 

so I may follow it, if you are truthful.  

 

 



 

50-  But if they fail to respond to you, then know that they follow only their lowly-desires.   

And who is more astray than the one who would follow his/her lowly-desire,   

instead of  “Guidance” from AL-LAH  (=i.e. in Arabic: “Hudan”  =  a most specific reference to  

"19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is specifically named:  “Huda/Yahdee”  here again, in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 
 

(Then) certainly, AL-LAH does not Guide (such) unjust people --(until  when/if  they sincerely repent and truthfully  

and wholeheartedly hearken to HIS Message here: 25/70-71  before it may be too late then: 4/17-18).  

 

51-  And definitely, We have (thus) delivered to them --"19" Coded-- The Message (here  =74/30-31) 

that perhaps they may “take-Reminder” (=in Arabic: “yataDhakkaroona/Dhikra”  again therein  =74/30-31). 

 

52-  Those to whom We had given the Scripture (=i.e. "TORAH" & "PSALMS-ZABOOR" & "GOSPEL-INJEEL" & "QURAN")  

before This (=i.e.  This "19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"  here again,  

in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- they shall believe in it. 

 

53-  And when it is Recited to them, they shall say: We believe in it. (For) it is absolutely  

--"19" Coded--  “The TRUTH”  from our LORD --(here again, in the very first place =74/30-31).     

Indeed, we have already been, from before it, Surrenderers --(to AL-LAH in this Rightful manner here =3/84-85).   

 

54-  (Unto) these their “Reward” will be granted  

--thus especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds    

 

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                               --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--         

    <  “two-times”  >  
 

for that they have been steadfast --(on this "19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   

here again, in the very first place  =74/30-31,  32-33- …… -39-40).   
 

And they counter evil with Good, and from Our Provisions to them, they give. (=2/215, 272-273-274  &  …..)  

 

55-  And when/if they hear vain-talk, they (immediately) turn away from it and say:   
 

To us are  our (Righteous)-Deeds  (here =41/40)  --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=29/47), 

 

 



 

and to you are  your (Crooked)-Deeds  (again here =41/40)  --thus especially, against  the “Right” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=29/49)!       

 

Peace be upon you. (For) we do not seek (such) ignorantly-acting-ones  --(therein again =29/47  &  49).  

 

56-  Certainly, you cannot guide whom you love. But only AL-LAH Guides whoever wills --(to be Guided  

by HIS “Guidance” (=i.e. in Arabic: “Hudan”  =  a most specific reference to  

"19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is specifically named:  “Huda/Yahdee”  here again, in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 
 

And/For HE is fully Aware of (those who are truly seeking) to be Guided-Ones (here =13/27-28-29).   

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT   28/47-56)  

====================    

 
 

            v v v v v v v v v v   
  

 

==================== 

9-  So you shall remind, if/perhaps “the Reminder”  (=i.e. in Arabic: “al-Dhikra”   

=  a most specific reference to "19" Coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is specifically named also as:  “Dhikra”  here again, in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 

will benefit.     
 

 

10-  The one who is reverent will remember --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=29/47), 

 

11-  But the wicked will avoid it --thus especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=29/49)! 

 

12-  Those who will (eventually) enter the great Fire --(in this Case here  =85/4-10  >  4/17-18). 

13-  Then they will neither die therein nor live --(in this Case, again, therein  =20/74  >  6/27-28  >  85/4-10).   

14-  (But) the one who purifies himself/herself (here  =25/70-71, 72-76) will attain-Serenity. 

15-  And (who) remembers the Name of his/her LORD,  

 

(=i.e.  in arabic:  HUWA  ALLAH   &   =in hebrew:  YHWH  ELOHIM  

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  



 

in All of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   

Manifestly and Openly, in the very first posts above,   

here in this Final Age now)--  

 

and wholeheartedly supports  (in arabic: salla  =108/2)  --(HIS  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat   

(=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=29/47  &  49)! 

 
16-  No, you are (still) preferring the worldly life. 

17-  But the Hereafter is “more/most beneficial” --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=25/73-74-75-76), 
 

and “more/most lasting” --thus especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now (=25/73-74-75-76)! 
 

*So we shall clearly Witness these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above  

(=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  &  (=25/73-74-75-76)   

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, within the final post here.   

 

18-  (For) certainly, this-(Narration)  --(in which is  “the Reminder”  =i.e. in Arabic: “al-Dhikra”   

=  a most specific reference to "19" coded, most Superb  matchless  "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"   
 

as it is specifically named also as:  “Dhikra”  here again, in the very first place  =74/26-27-28-29-30-31)-- 
 

as it is already clearly and unmistakably emphasized in these above Verses = 9-10-11   

in the very first place therein above)--    
 

is (already Present also) in the previous “Scripts.”  

   

19-  In the “Scripts”  of Abraham  (=i.e.  a most specific reference to  

that Book of “Genesis” (=in Hebrew: “Bereişit”) 

as we have clearly Witnessed it in the very first post above), 
 

and (in the “Scripts”  of) Moses  (=i.e.  a most specific reference to  

that Book of “Deuteronomy” (=in Hebrew: “Devarim”) 

as we have clearly Witnessed it, again, in the very first post above). 

 

==========   

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here: 

  



 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                                       
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

              HIS Name:                           HIS Name:            

                                       V                                       V  
           

                  for/in Precise Form:           for/in Precise Form:              

              HUWA  ALLAH                       YHWH  ELOHIM 

                 

                           --or/and--                 --or/and--       

     

              for/in Concise Form:          for/in Concise Form:   

   HUWA  ILAH                          YHWH  ELOHE 

 
   

      for/within the whole                                                               for/within the whole                              

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "TORAH"                      

                                  (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)  

            Above,                       Above,                  .                 

               

 
in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

in Each and Every of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   
 

--as All of them Manifestly and Openly presented in the very first posts-- above,  
 

in this Final Age now.)                         

 

 

(QURAN TESTAMENT   87/ “9”-10-11  > > > > > >  “18-19”)                
==================== 

 

 
 

 

And finally, here Again, we should clearly and unmistakably See  

all of these  Absolutely Most Essential and Important “Fundamental” Facts  here:   

 

 



 

= Our GOD is ONE  (=i.e. HE has never begotten no Son, no Daughter,  

and never appointed no Partner and no Helper, in HIS Kingdom/Sovereignty, in no way, never, at all,  
 

= and/for HE is our One and Only GOD  Who is Absolutely Different/Separate/Distinct  

beyond and above all HIS Creation (=i.e. beyond and above whole universe/s and everthing and everyone existing therein),   
 

so therefore, the whole universe/s and anything and anyone existing therein  
 

= can never be deemed a “part/piece/portion/partner” of HIM, none of them, in no way, never, at all;     

= and can never be compared and never be likened to HIM, none of them, in no way, never, at all;    
 

 

as it is  Manifestly, Most Clearly and Unmistakably Emphasized, from the Very Beginning, here:   

 
 

TORAH, Deut. 6/4-5  =  4/15-24  X  25-26      QURAN TESTAMENT  112/1-4  =  (70/3-4  >  19/65  >  42/11)  =  17/111  X  39/65-66   
 

 

 

and because of those who wrongfully or mistakenly distorted  

the truthful meaning of these purely allegorical terms:  "Father"  and  "Sons" & "Daughters"   

which were --allegorically-- used in all previous SCRIPTURES (=e.g. in TORAH  &  in PSALMS-ZABOOR,  here),  

our LORD AL-LAH has Rightfully abrogated  

those purely allegorical terms: (=i.e.  "Father"  and  "Sons" & "Daughters")   

and Decreed unto all truthful believers to always use  

these absolutely literal-real --better/best-- terms:  "LORD"  and  "Male-Servants" & "Female-Servants"   

in place of them above, henceforth, forever  =QURAN TESTAMENT  2/106  >>  5/18-19  =  112/1-4  =  33/35-36).  
  

 
 

So we should also absolutely see  “The  Words  of  Patriarchs  (PbuT)  &  Prophet  Moses  (PbuH)  in  TORAH”   

here in this Light above, in this Final Age now,   

in its entirety, Rightfully and Clearly, (in this Summary), here: 

 
  

The  Words  of  Patriarchs  (PbuT)  in  TORAH (=“Genesis”) 
19covenant19.com/The-Words-of-the-Patriarchs-.pdf       
 

 

The  Words  of  Prophet Moses  (PbuH)  in  TORAH (=“Deuteronomy”)             

19covenant19.com/The-Words-of-Moses-.pdf 
 

  

 

 



 

*Please, certainly note that the Chapter No's  and  Verse No's  do not follow the authentic Hebrew text of the 

"TORAH"  (=“Genesis”)  

or/and 

"TORAH"  (=“Deuteronomy”)  
 

above, because it is intended only as a  most clear and accurate "Summary"  therein. 
 

And as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above  

the authentic Hebrew text of the whole  "TORAH"  (=“Genesis”   &   =“Deuteronomy”)  

perfectly consists of   >>>   50 Chapters,  1524 Verses in total     &     34 Chapters,  955 Verses  in total,  

Respectively, therein.         

 

 

  

                       --continues in the next post--   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

==================== 
 

133-  And they said: If only "he" (=i.e.  this  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"     
 

as clearly Foretold thus also specifically by Prophet Moses -Peace be upon Him-  

in the very first place, above: 

=TORAH (Deuteronomy)  18/15-16-17-18- "19"   
 

and then, in this Respect again,                          

thus also specifically by Prophet David -Peace be upon Him-  

in the very first place, again, therein above:  

=PSALMS-ZABOOR  118/"19"-20-21-22-23-24-25-26    
 

would bring us a "Sign" from his LORD!  
 

 

But has not the "Clear-Proof" (=in Arabic: "Bayyinatu") already Come to them which is (already  

Present) also in the "Previous SCRIPTS"  (=i.e.  "SCRIPTS" of  -Previously Sent Down-  "TORAH")!                                                                       

                                    (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)                                                                                          

                V 

as we have already clearly Seen it also here, in the first place, above  =QURAN TESTAMENT  28/48-49              
                                                                           v              

                                            87/18-“19”           
 

 

==========   

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed this "Clear-Proof" (=in Arabic: "Bayyinatu") above,  

now here, as:   
 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                                       
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

              HIS Name:                           HIS Name:            

                                       V                                       V  
           

                  for/in Precise Form:           for/in Precise Form:              

              HUWA  ALLAH                       YHWH  ELOHIM 
                 

                           --or/and--                 --or/and--       
 

     

              for/in Concise Form:          for/in Concise Form:   

   HUWA  ILAH                          YHWH  ELOHE 



 
   

      for/within the whole                                                               for/within the whole                              

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "TORAH"                      

                                  (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)  

            Above,                       Above,                  .                 

               

 
in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

in Each and Every of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   
 

--as All of them Manifestly and Openly presented in the very first posts-- above,  
 

in this Final Age now.)                         

==========   

 

 

134-  (Because) if We had annihilated them with a Retribution before this, they would have said:                

Our LORD, if only YOU had Sent us a "Messenger"  

(=i.e. this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =  that Messiah and Mahdee "descendant" of  

Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Each of Them) here again,   

as clearly Foretold in the very first place, above:  
 

=TORAH (Deuteronomy)  18/15-16-17-18- "19"   
 

And thereafter, again, most specifically also here: 

=PSALMS-ZABOOR  118 / "19"-20-21-22-23-24-25-26  

 

so we could follow YOUR "Signs" (in Arabic: "Ayat") before we are 
 

 

                because of their such                        because of their such               
 ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection    ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection             .                  
    (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/47)        (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/49) 

  

        --of  the “Left” side  above--                             --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

               "humiliated"                              and "shamed!" 

 
 

 
 



 

135-  Say: All are waiting, so wait (=QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16  &  16/24-29,  30-32);              

and/for you will come to know   

 

    due to their such                              due to their such                                              
. truthful, earnest and sincere belief        truthful, earnest and sincere belief                   
. (in the "Signs" = 32/15 = 29/47)                  (in the "Signs" = 32/15 = 29/49) 

 

         

       --of  the “Left” side  above--                             --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                who               who  

 "the People of the Straight Path"        "the Guided-Ones" 

                          are;                       are!    
 

          (=25/73-74-75-76)         (=25/73-74-75-76)  

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  20/133-134-135    

==============   

 

 

 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

this Most Important and Essential  Chapter "74"  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

--(wherein  Miracle "19"  is most Clearly and unmistakably Referred to  

and manifestly and perfectly Described therein),   
 

Finally, now here thus:   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

******************************************************************************************* 
 

 

 "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.        Chapter No. "74"   

          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter   

--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove it to the whole World that   

"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  

as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  
 

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
 

27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               

utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                      

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Left” side  above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              

utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                      

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Right” side  above)--   
 

 

29-  (For, it presents such MOST-MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                        

--(due to/on  that “Left” side  &  due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     
 

30-  Upon it (shall be)  "19!" 

 
==========   

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 



                                                       
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

              HIS Name:                           HIS Name:            

                                       V                                       V  
           

                  for/in Precise Form:           for/in Precise Form:              

              HUWA  ALLAH                       YHWH  ELOHIM 

                 

                           --or/and--                 --or/and--       

     

              for/in Concise Form:          for/in Concise Form:   

   HUWA  ILAH                          YHWH  ELOHE 

 
   

      for/within the whole                                                               for/within the whole                              

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "TORAH"                      

                                  (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)  

            Above,                       Above,                  .                 

               
 

in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

in Each and Every of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   
 

--as All of them Manifestly and Openly presented in the very first posts-- above,  
 

in this Final Age now.)                        
========== 

 
 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the hellfire to be Angels;  
 

and We did not make their Number (=i.e. that  "19"  as it is already clearly and unmistakably emphasized  

in the previous Verse therein above)-- except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
 

  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 

 

 

 



 

and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                   

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)           
 

above now-- (=29/"47"),     
 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go guided)                      

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                       
 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)                 
 

above now-- (=29/"49")!     
 

 

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  
 

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
 

in the above  "26-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.  
 

 

  

32-  No, by the Moon.    

33-  And the Night when it turns-away; 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth! 
 

 

 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
 

in the above "26-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM              

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30"-31)      

above now =29/"47"--  to "Advance,"     

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                    

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30"-31)      

above now =29/"49"--  to "regress!"  

 

--(with Regard to the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"  and  with Regard to the whole  "TORAH"  above, 

                                                                                                                            “Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”   



 

here Again, in this Final Age now,  

as we have already clearly Witnessed it also in the previous post,  

Clearly and Pefectly therein, in the first place, therein above, thus:             

 
"19" Coded  MIRACLES   (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17         >>      26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  

                              ^    >>                     * 
 

                             for/on                                for/on                                         

.      ^                  the “Left” side              the “Right” side                
     above                   above           
                vvvvv            vvvvv 

             (=20/133-134-135          29/47           &          29/49)                    

                                                                                  (Signs ^ Ayat)          (Signs ^ Ayat)            (Signs ^ Ayat)                
               

 

 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and Most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"                

=i.e.  that "eradicator  &  devastator" above, now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein).  
 

 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                  

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"47"!--    
 

 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"49"!--    
 
 

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(with regard to HIS Signs > Ayat  here  =6/68-69  

in such hostile, arrogant and despotic manners therein: 22/72                                        

       .                           (Signs ^ Ayat)           
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(with regard to HIS Signs > Ayat  here  =83/10-11-12-13  &  107/1-7 

in such selfish, insolent and scornful manners therein:  45/8-9-10                 
                                                                                     (Signs ^ Ayat)    
 

 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us --(here =32/11-12)! 

48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them (therein: 20/109-111)                  

--when/if they never refrain from their such hostile, arrogant and despotic manners, 

 



 

and never Repent and Reform themselves even till the very end of a normal life-span  

here: 22/72   =   25/70-71, 72-73-74-75-76   &   4/17-18  

.    (Signs ^ Ayat)                 (Signs ^ Ayat)   
 

 

 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them                        

that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of             

Verse No. 31 above). 
 
 

50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
  

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely  "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                

as in  perfect "pairs"  therein again)!    

 

 

52-  Alas, every one of them requires that "he"  (=i.e.  this  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"     
 

as clearly Foretold thus also specifically by Prophet Moses -Peace be upon Him-  

in the very first place, above: 

=TORAH (Deuteronomy)  18/15-16-17-18- "19"   
 

and then, in this Respect again,                          

also specifically by Prophet David -Peace be upon Him-  

in the very first place, again, therein above:  

=PSALMS-ZABOOR  118/"19"-20-21-22-23-24-25-26)--   

 

be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky now  =17/93-96)!  
 

 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. (=75/20-21- …… -34-35) 
 

54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of  

Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out at the very end of  

Verse No. 31 again above)!  

 

 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH wills   

--(when/if HE finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place  =42/13-14-15-16).  
 

 

 

 



 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds               

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)          
 

above now: 29/"47"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Salvation; .                    
.                 (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)                                     
 

 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds                  

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)            
 

above now: 29/"49"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Forgiveness!                  
  .     (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)        

 

 

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                                       
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

              HIS Name:                           HIS Name:            

                                       V                                       V  
           

                  for/in Precise Form:           for/in Precise Form:              

              HUWA  ALLAH                       YHWH  ELOHIM 

                 

                           --or/and--                 --or/and--       

     

              for/in Concise Form:          for/in Concise Form:   

   HUWA  ILAH                          YHWH  ELOHE 

 
   

      for/within the whole                                                               for/within the whole                              

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "TORAH"                      

                                  (“Genesis”  &  “Deuteronomy”)  

            Above,                       Above,                  .                 

               

 

 

 

 



 

in such a perfectly parallel/equal  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

 

as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

in Each and Every of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST SIGNIFICANT  Miracles   
 

--as All of them Manifestly and Openly presented in the very first posts-- above,  
 

here Again, in this Final Age now.)                        

                    
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24- …… 30-31,  32- …… 55-56"     

******************************************************************************************        

  

 

 

========================== 

*Finally, we should absolutely See also this Most Essential Document here, in its Entirety,  

to clearly witness therein how Prophet Moses (Peace be upon Him) had already  

clearly and unmistakably Foretold about this long awaited Messiah "descendant"  of Prophet David (Peace be upon Him)  

(=i.e. this Most Essential and Important  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  for all Nations-Peoples of the World, 

for/in this Final Age now, again, also here:  
 

"EXCELLENT  MIRACLES  (1)"                   

The  Most Miraculous  PROPHECIES  of  Prophet Moses (PbuH) 
www. 19covenant19.com / BIBLICAL-1.pdf  

========================== 

 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, ....      

 


